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By a string on a, 6 we mean a row of a's and 6's such as baabbbab. 
I t may involve only a, or 6, or be null. If, for example, gi, g2, gz repre
sent strings baby aa, b respectively, string g2gigigzg2 on gi, g2, gz will 
represent, in obvious fashion, the string aababbabbaa on a, 6. By the 
correspondence decision problem we mean the problem of determining 
for an arbitrary finite set (gu g{), (g2, g2), • • • , (gM, gi) of pairs of 
corresponding non-null strings on a, b whether there is a solution in 
w, iu ii, • • • , in of equation 

(1) *<«*<! • • * gin - g»'lg<2 * ' * ft.t » ^ 1, *ƒ « 1, 2, • • • , /*. 

Tha t is, whether some non-null string on gh g2} • • • , gM, and corre
sponding string on g i , £2', • • • , gM' » represent identical strings on a, 6. 

In special cases, of course, the question posed by (1) may be an
swerable. Thus, if, with /A«3, (gi, gi), (g2, g2'), (g3, ft') are (66, 6), 
(ab, ba), (6, 66) respectively, gig2g2gz = bbababb=g{ g2

,g2 gs, and (1) has 
a solution. Again, if each g» is of greater length than the correspond
ing g/ , or if each gi starts with a different letter than the corre
sponding gi , (1) has no solution. We proceed to prove, on the other 
hand, that in its full generality the correspondence decision problem is 
recursively unsolvable,1 and hence, no doubt, unsolvable in the intui
tive sense. 

We start with the known recursive unsolvability of the decision 
problem for the class of normal systems on a, 6.2 A normal system S on 
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1 It suffices here to consider "recursively unsolvable" to mean unsolvable in the 

sense of Church [l ]. Of course the general problem remains recursively unsolvable if 
we allow null g's and g"s. Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end 
of the paper. 

2 See [4, §2 ] for an informal proof. As far as the printed literature is concerned, we 
must refer to [2] for a formal proof, though there then remains the actual verification, 
via Gödel representations, that the reduction effected is indeed recursive. This verifi
cation, at least for the reduction of S' to S'" [2, p.Si] , is immediate if we use the 
following simpler method of reducing S' to a system S" in canonical form than that 
there given by Church. The primitive symbols of our S" are those of S' and one addi
tional primitive symbol a. The basis of S" in part consists of the two primitive asser
tions ai, a J, and the operation «P, aQ produce <x(PQ). It will follow that aP is asserted 
in S" when and only when P is a combination without free variables. The remainder 
of the basis of 5 " consists of the primitive assertion of S' as primitive assertion, and 
the thirty-eight operations of S' each modified as follows. For each operational varia
ble P occurring in the operation, aP is introduced as additional premise. 
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